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We present a review of the current best practices in parallel programming models for dense linear algebra (DLA) on heterogeneous architectures. We consider multicore CPUs, stand alone manycore coprocessors, GPUs, and combinations of these. Of interest is the evolution of the programming models for DLA libraries – in particular, the evolution from the popular LAPACK and ScaLAPACK libraries to their modernized counterparts PLASMA (for multicore CPUs) and MAGMA (for heterogeneous architectures), as well as other programming models and libraries. Besides providing insights into the programming techniques of the libraries considered, we outline our view of the current strengths and weaknesses of their programming models – especially in regards to hardware trends and ease of programming high-performance numerical software that current applications need – in order to motivate work and future directions for the next generation of parallel programming models for high-performance linear algebra libraries on heterogeneous systems.
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Introduction

Parallelism in today’s computer architectures is pervasive – not only in systems from large supercomputers to laptops, but also in small portable devices like smart phones and watches. Along with parallelism, the level of heterogeneity in modern computing systems is also gradually increasing. Multicore CPUs are often combined with discrete high-performance accelerators like graphics processing units (GPUs) and coprocessors like Intel’s Xeon Phi, but are also included as integrated parts with system-on-chip (SoC) platforms, as in the AMD Fusion family of application processing units (APUs) or the NVIDIA Tegra mobile family of devices. To extract full performance from systems like these, the heterogeneity makes the parallel programming for technical computing problems extremely challenging.

Furthermore, when considering the future of research and development on parallel programming models, the two factors that should be looked at first are the projected changes in system architectures that will define the landscape on which HPC software will have to execute, and the nature of the applications and application communities that this software will ultimately have to serve. In the case of system architectures, we can get a reasonable picture of the road that lies ahead by examining the roadmaps of major hardware vendors, as well as the next generation of supercomputing platforms that are in the works, discussed in Section 1. In the case of applications, we can extract trends of what may be needed from applications of high current interest like big-data analytics, machine learning, and more, in Section 5.

A traditional way to take advantage of parallelism without tedious parallel programming is through the use of already parallelized HPC libraries. Among them, linear algebra (LA) libraries, and in particular DLA, are of high importance since they are fundamental to a wide range of scientific and engineering applications. Hence, these applications will not perform well unless LA
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libraries perform well. Thus, by concentrating on best practices in parallel programming models for DLA on heterogeneous architectures, we will indirectly address other areas, as long as the DLA libraries discussed and their programming models are interoperable with third party tools and standards.

To describe how to program parallel DLA, we first focus on the generic parallel programming models today (Section 2), and second, on the evolution in the programming models for DLA libraries – from the popular LAPACK and ScaLAPACK to their modernized counterparts in PLASMA, for multicore CPUs, and MAGMA, for heterogeneous architectures, as well as in other programming models and libraries (Section 3). The current best practices are summarized by the task based programming model, reviewed in Section 4. Besides providing insights into the programming techniques of the libraries considered, we outline our view of the current strengths and weaknesses of their programming models – especially in regards to hardware trends and ease of programming high-performance numerical software that current applications need – in order to motivate work and future directions for the next generation of parallel programming models for high-performance LA libraries on heterogeneous systems (Section 5).

1. Hardware trends in heterogeneous system designs

Some future trends in the heterogeneous system designs are evident from USA’s DOE plans for the next generation of supercomputers. The aim is to deploy three different platforms by 2018, each with over 150 petaflops of peak performance [18]. Two of them, named Summit and Sierra, will be based on IBM OpenPOWER and NVIDIA GPU accelerators, and the third, Aurora, will be based on the Xeon Phi platform. Summit and Sierra will follow the hybrid computing model by coupling powerful latency-optimized processors with highly parallel throughput-optimized accelerators. They will rely on IBM Power9 CPUs, NVIDIA Volta GPUs, an NVIDIA NVLink interconnect to connect the hybrid devices within each node, and a Mellanox Dual-Rail EDR Infiniband interconnect to connect the nodes. The Aurora system, on the other hand, will offer a more homogeneous model by utilizing the Knights Hill Xeon Phi architecture, which, unlike the current Knights Corner, will be a stand-alone processor and not a slot-in coprocessor, and will also include integrated Omni-Path communication fabric. All platforms will benefit from recent advances in 3D-stacked memory technology, and promise major performance improvements:

- CPU memory bandwidth is expected to be between 200 GB/s and 300 GB/s using HMC;
- GPU memory bandwidth is expected to approach 1 TB/s using HBM;
- GPU memory capacity is expected to reach 60 GB (NVIDIA Volta);
- NVLink is expected to deliver from 80 up to 200 GB/s of CPU-to-GPU bandwidth;
- In terms of computing power, the Knights Hill is expected to be between 3.6 and 9 teraflops, while the NVIDIA Volta is expected to be around 10 teraflops.

The hybrid computing model is here to stay, and memory systems will become ever more complicated. Moreover, the interconnection technology will be seriously lagging behind the computing power. Aurora’s nodes may have 5 teraflops of computing power with a network injection bandwidth of 32 GB/s; Summit’s and Sierra’s nodes are expected to have 40 teraflops of computing power and a network injection bandwidth of 23 GB/s. This creates a gap of two orders of magnitude for Aurora and three orders of magnitude for Summit and Sierra, leaving data-heavy workloads in the lurch and motivating the search for algorithms that minimize data movement, and programming models that facilitate their development.
The gap between compute power and interconnect levels will continue to widen, diversify, and deepen not just between nodes, as pointed out, but also within the node’s entire memory hierarchy, as evident from hardware developments such as a significant increase in the last level cache (LLC) size in the CPU, and L2 cache in the GPU, use of NVLink with a higher interconnect bandwidth, and 3D-stacked memories (see also Figure 1, Left). These trends will thus require some support from the programming model for hierarchical tasks (and their communications) for blocking computations over the memory hierarchies [44] in order to reduce data movement. In fact, the community agrees that the biggest challenges to future application performance lie with efficient node-level execution that can use all the resources in the node [58], thus motivating this paper’s focus to be on the programming models at the node level.

2. General purpose parallel programming models

A thorough survey of general purpose parallel programming models is beyond the scope of this writing and would exceed space constraints imposed on the content. However, there already exist overview-style publications that provide a comprehensive list of programming models for manycore [58] and heterogeneous hardware [42]. The success of the accelerator hardware resulted in an unfortunate proliferation of software solutions for easing the programming burden that the new systems bring to bear. Even with the recent coalescing of the plethora of products around major standardization themes, the end user is still left with the choice of one of many open specifications: OpenCL [38], OpenMP 4 [48, 49], and OpenACC 2 [46]. Despite similarity in the name, there is a vast disparity between the levels of abstraction that these standards offer to the programmer. OpenCL defines a software library that exposes a very low-level view of the hardware. The other two standards, OpenMP and OpenACC, are language-based solutions that hide tremendous amounts of detail and offer a much more succinct means of expressing the offloading paradigm of programming. An additional consideration is the fact that many algorithms, and in particular, algorithms in the area of DLA, are designed to use the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [20] standard, and therefore it is important to note that, as of today, there is no fully compliant BLAS implementation in OpenACC or OpenMP. Instead, there is a possibility of calling vendor BLAS which might be, but not necessarily are, implemented with OpenCL. Thus, from the very specific perspective of library development, only OpenCL offers a sufficient breadth of features essential for performance, portability, and maintainability, without the burden of extraneous software dependencies. Unfortunately, the actual performance achieved by OpenCL implementations on some platforms does not match less portable interfaces that are perfected for the hardware by the vendor [21]. A lower level, and consequently closer to hardware, model is based on dataflow and streams [51]. On the NVIDIA hardware, the CUDA Toolkit a is widely known and used software stack that exposes the underlying hardware through a simple abstraction of streams that run on processing pipelines that are efficiently scheduled with the help of a hardware-based scheduler. On the Xeon Phi hardware accelerator from Intel, the streaming model for offload computing is also available [45] with the additional advantage of offloading across not just the Intel discrete accelerators but also the CPU processors. Finally for completeness, we would also like to mention C++ AMP [13, 23], which is a standard that targets Microsoft’s DirectX and DirectCompute software stacks. AMP is much closer conceptually to OpenMP and OpenACC in terms of offering a single source code solution with restricted syntax for the offload regions to account for limited capabilities of the accelerator hardware. Note that OpenMP is much more permissive in terms of syntax due to Xeon Phi’s much more CPU-like
design. The recent porting efforts might make AMP much more relevant outside of the Windows and Visual Studio ecosystems as there is a port to LLVM that is advancing in functionality due to efforts by MultiCoreWare and overseen by the HSA Foundation\(^4\).

3. Special purpose parallel programming models

3.1. LAPACK and ScaLAPACK

The LAPACK’s programming model [4] is based on expressing algorithms in terms of BLAS calls, described below. Subsequently, LAPACK can achieve high efficiency, provided that highly efficient machine-specific BLAS implementations are provided, e.g., by the manufacturer. Since the 1980s this model has turned out to be very successful for cache-based shared-memory vector and parallel processors with multi-layered memory hierarchies.

ScaLAPACK is the distributed-memory implementation of LAPACK, where BLAS is replaced by a parallel BLAS (PBLAS). This design makes it possible for the ScaLAPACK routines to be quite similar to their LAPACK counterparts. Efficiency within a node is extracted through the use of BLAS. Load balance and scalability is largely achieved by the way matrices are distributed over the processes – namely, in a 2D block cyclic distribution [11].

3.1.1. BLAS

The original Level 1 BLAS [40] and an extended, Level 2 BLAS for matrix-vector operations [19] were adopted as standard and used in a wide range of numerical software, including LINPACK [16]. Unfortunately, while successful for the vector-processing machines at the time, Level 2 BLAS was not a good fit for the cache-based machines that emerged in the 1980s because the operations are memory bound and thus, do not use the multi-layered memory hierarchies; thereby spending too much time moving data instead of doing useful floating-point operations. To effectively use caches, it was preferable to express computations as matrix-matrix operations. Matrices were split into small blocks so that basic operations were performed on blocks that fit into cache memory. This approach avoids excessive movement of data to and from memory and gives a surface-to-volume effect for the ratio of operations to data movement. Subsequently, Level 3 BLAS was proposed [20], covering the main types of matrix-matrix operations, and LINPACK was redesigned into LAPACK to use the new Level 3 BLAS where possible.

To account for the deep memory hierarchies today, efficient Level 3 BLAS implementations feature multilevel blocking where the matrix-matrix computations are split hierarchically into blocks that fit into corresponding levels of the memory hierarchy. Thus, we point out that a programming model based on using Level 3 BLAS provides support for hierarchical tasks, as needed and highlighted in Section 1, and is still the best parallel programming model (or at least the main component in custom models; discussed below) for DLA at the present time.

3.1.2. PBLAS

Custom parallel programming models for DLA are usually built on top of BLAS, and their purpose is to ease parallel programming efforts and facilitate obtaining scalable high-performance. The use of BLAS is one main component in obtaining high-performance. Another, which is orthogonal to the benefits of using BLAS, is the support of hierarchical tasks for the

\(^4\)http://www.hsafoundation.com/bringing-camp-beyond-windows-via-clang-llvm/
memory hierarchies not covered by BLAS. In the case of PBLAS [12], this is the node-to-node interconnection layer, denoted as the *Remote CPU main memory* layer in Figure 1. PBLAS is still a very successful parallel programming abstraction for DLA on distributed-memory systems. As pointed out, the biggest challenges to future application performance lie within efficient node-level execution, where nodes are becoming highly parallel and heterogeneous, which is our main focus. With that in mind, we leave the distributed-memory case with PBLAS as an excellent example of how to organize DLA to capture one more level of hierarchy (internodal) over BLAS, and thus allowing coding algorithms for distributed-memory systems to look like the ones for shared-memory systems built on top of BLAS (as in LAPACK).

![Figure 1. Left: Memory hierarchy of a CUDA core of an NVIDIA K40c GPU with 2,880 CUDA cores. Right: A fork-join parallelism example in an LU factorization using parallel BLAS.](image)

### 3.2. The fork-join parallel model

The use of parallel BLAS – for either shared-memory systems (e.g., single GPU, or multicore CPUs system) or distributed-memory systems (as in PBLAS) – results in a parallel execution model often referred to as *fork-join*. The naming arises from the fact that in this model a sequence of BLAS calls is implicitly synchronized after each individual BLAS call (join), and the routines by themselves run in parallel (fork), as illustrated in Figure 1, Right. This is a powerful model as it is simple to use and develops scalable high-performance parallel algorithms. However, the overhead of synchronization and idle processors/cores can be large for small problems. This motivates the search for improved models such as the task approach in PLASMA, or the batched approach in MAGMA [28] for very small problems and even tiny problems (sub-vector/warp in size) that may require a few tasks to be grouped for execution on a single core [1].

### 3.3. PLASMA and the task approach

*Parallel Linear Algebra Software for Multicore Architectures* (PLASMA) [2] was developed to address the performance deficiency of the LAPACK library on multicore processors. LAPACK’s shortcomings stem from the fact that its algorithms are coded in a serial fashion, with parallelism only possible inside the set of BLAS, which forces a fork-join style of multithreading. In contrast, algorithms in PLASMA are coded in a way that allows for much more powerful dataflow parallelism [10, 39]. Currently, PLASMA supports a substantial subset of LAPACK’s functionality,
including solvers for linear systems of equations, linear least squares problems, singular value problems, symmetric eigenvalue problems and generalized symmetric eigenvalue problems. It also provides a full set of Level 3 BLAS routines for matrices stored in tile layout and a highly optimized (cache-efficient and multithreaded) set of routines for layout translation [24]. PLASMA is based on three principles: tile algorithms, tile matrix layout and task-based scheduling, all of which are geared towards efficient multithreaded execution.

Initially, PLASMA routines were implemented using the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) programming style, where each thread executed a statically scheduled preassigned set of tasks, while coordinating with other threads using progress tables, with busy-waiting as the main synchronization mechanism. While seemingly very rudimentary, this approach actually produced very efficient, systolic-like, pipelined processing patterns, with good data locality and load balance. At the same time, the codes were hard to develop, error prone and difficult to maintain, which motivated a move towards dynamic scheduling.

The multicore revolution of the late 2000’s brought the idea back and put it in the mainstream. One of the first task-based multithreading systems that received attention in the multicore era, was the Cilk programming language, originally developed at MIT in the 1990’s. Cilk offers nested parallelism based on a tree of threads that is geared towards recursive algorithms. About the same time, the idea of superscalar scheduling gained traction, based on scheduling tasks by resolving data hazards in real time, in a similar way that superscalar processors dynamically schedule instructions on CPUs.

This superscalar technique was pioneered by a software project from the Barcelona Supercomputing Center, which went through multiple names as its hardware target was changing: GridSs, CellSs, SMPsSs, OMPsSs, StarSs, where “Ss” stands for superscalar [9, 22, 50]. A similar development was the StarPU project from INRIA, which applied the same methodology to systems with GPU accelerators, named for its capability to schedule work to “C”PUs and “G”PUs, hence the name *PU, transliterated into StarPU [7]. Yet another scheduler was developed at Uppsala University, called SuperGlue [53]. Finally, a system called QUARK was developed at the University of Tennessee [59], and used for implementing the PLASMA numerical library [2]. At some point, all the projects mentioned received extensions for scheduling in distributed memory.

The OpenMP community has been swiftly moving forward with standardization of new scheduling techniques for multicores. First, the OpenMP 3.0 standard [47] adopted the Cilk scheduling model, then the OpenMP 4.0 standard [48] adopted the superscalar scheduling model. Not without significance is the fact that the GNU compiler suite was also quick to follow with high quality implementations of the new extensions. Motivated by these recent developments, PLASMA is currently in the process of being completely ported to the OpenMP standard.

3.4. MAGMA and the hybrid approach

The MAGMA library implements hybrid DLA routines for heterogeneous systems using both CPUs and accelerators, such as a GPU or Intel Xeon Phi. To best utilize a heterogeneous system requires understanding the strengths and weaknesses of each processor. We will briefly review the architectures and how those impact computations.

GPUs use a single instruction multiple thread (SIMT) model. The computation is arranged in a grid of thread blocks, which is further divided into a grid of threads. Within each thread block, threads are executed in sets; for instance a set of 32 threads known as a warp in NVIDIA’s CUDA architecture. In each thread block, threads are not independent, but in SIMT fashion...
follow the same execution path. Threads may take different branches, but this incurs a significant penalty as all threads must wait for both sides of the branch to finish. Ideally, most of the time all threads execute the same instruction on different data.

As with CPUs, reusing data in registers and caches is important for maximizing the ratio of floating point operations to data transfers. This architecture means GPUs are most efficient at doing bulk computations with regular data access – exactly the kind of computations in dense matrix-matrix operations (Level 3 BLAS). For instance, the cuBLAS dgemm achieves 75% of the theoretical peak on a Kepler GPU. Tasks with little parallelism, significant branching, or that require global synchronization will perform relatively poorly on GPUs.

The Xeon Phi coprocessor is somewhat more flexible than GPU architectures. The current Knights Corner model has up to 60 compute cores (plus one core that is reserved for the operating system), with 4 hyperthreads per core, and an 8 double-precision wide vector unit. It supports traditional CPU thread models such as pthreads and OpenMP. Still, achieving top performance requires all the threads executing instructions on different data using the vector unit. As with the GPU, the Xeon Phi excels at performing dense matrix-matrix operations.

In contrast, CPUs have fewer cores and smaller vector units. They also have more complicated hardware optimizations such as out-of-order execution, branch prediction, and speculative execution. This means that CPUs perform much better at tasks with limited parallelism and significant branching.

Hence, the typical hybrid algorithm splits the overall computation into small tasks to execute on the CPU, and large update tasks to execute on the accelerator [17, 25, 29, 54], as shown in Figure 2a. For instance, in $LU$ and $QR$ factorizations, each step is split into a panel factorization of $n_b$ columns, followed by a trailing matrix update. The panel factorization is assigned to the CPU (red tasks Figure 2a), and includes such decisions as selecting the maximum pivot in each column or computing a Householder reflector for each column. The trailing matrix update is assigned to the accelerator (green tasks in Figure 2a), and involves some form of matrix-matrix multiply. The block size, $n_b$, can be tuned to adjust the amount of work on the CPU vs. on the accelerator. Optimally, during the trailing matrix update, a look-ahead panel is updated first and sent back to the CPU (green tasks in the critical path in Figure 2a). Asynchronous data transfers are used to copy data between the CPU and accelerator while the accelerator continues computing. The CPU performs the next panel factorization while the accelerator continues with the remainder of the trailing matrix update. In this way, the inputs for the next trailing matrix update are ready when the current update finishes. The goal is to keep the accelerator – which has the highest performance – always busy.

This model can be extended to distributed computing, as shown in Figure 2b [30]. Here, a task scheduler assigns the trailing matrix updates, such as the SYRK Level 3 BLAS call, to either the accelerator or the multicore CPU, depending on the availability of resources.

4. Task based programming model

The task based parallel programming model is well established by now and is very successful for DLA, as illustrated with the PLASMA and MAGMA libraries. To provide parallelism, algorithms are split into computational tasks, which in the context of LAPACK algorithms translates to splitting BLAS calls into tasks. Various abstractions can be used to define the model, e.g., as illustrated for QUARK and OpenMP4 in Section 4.1. The resulting algorithms can be viewed as...
Figure 2. (a) Hybrid algorithm uses a DAG approach where small tasks, typically on the critical path, are scheduled for execution on multicore CPUs, and large data-parallel tasks are scheduled on the accelerator. (b) Extension of the hybrid approach to distributed systems using 2D block cyclic layout as in ScaLAPACK, and local/node scheduling of hierarchical tasks for best fit to either multicore CPUs or accelerators.

DAGs that can be scheduled for execution on the underlying hardware in various ways, discussed in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.

4.1. Algorithms as DAGs

Task-based rank-\(k\) update To illustrate the DAG based programming model we present a short example of a general rank-\(k\) update (gemm) performed by means of two alternative approaches: (i) using the highly customizable runtime QUARK and (ii) applying the standard OpenMP4 runtime. The rank-\(k\) update expressed in Eq. (1) is an important building block of many DLA algorithms, including the LU factorization:

\[
C = \alpha A B + \beta C. \tag{1}
\]

Here \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are scalars, and \(A, B, C\) are matrices of sizes \(m \times nb, nb \times n,\) and \(m \times n,\) respectively. The rank \(nb\) is in general the algorithm’s blocking size.

Figure 3 shows the example where the matrices are in tile format, and in particular, \(A\) is split into 8 tiles, while \(B\) is split into 7 tiles (as shown in Figure 5, Left), each of size \(nb \times nb\). Thus, the computation in Eq. (1) is split into 56 tasks. In this case \(\alpha = -1\) and \(\beta = 1\).

DAG DAG is a well-established concept in the task-based programming world. To construct a DAG, the sequential code is split into basic independent operations, where each operation is performed by means of a new task usually assigned to a processing thread. Each task has data dependencies, specified through its arguments (with clauses like INPUT, INOUT, etc.). Prior to execution, the runtime analyzes data dependencies of each operation and constructs a task graph. The tasks to be performed become DAG nodes and the data dependencies become graph edges. The graph is unfolded on-the-fly at program execution time. Since the task graph...
might be very large even for a small program the runtime usually applies a window to process and "walk over" a limited amount of nodes. Representing application data as graph edges and computational operations (tasks) as nodes allows for achieving high levels of asynchronicity and parallelism.

**QUARK vs OpenMP** QUARK (QUEing And Runtime for Kernels) is a runtime engine for dynamic scheduling and execution of applications aimed at multicore/multisocket shared memory systems. This runtime implements a data flow model, where scheduling decisions are made, resolving data dependencies in a task graph. QUARK analyzes and resolves data dependencies at runtime by unfolding the DAG of tasks. QUARK is capable of DAG merging and loop reordering. At scheduling time, the runtime tries to maximize data reuse based on the data locality information. The tasks to be executed are realized by means of a FIFO queue and idling threads are allowed to perform LIFO work stealing. Apart from basic flags presented in Figure 3, QUARK features special flags to control task priorities and set data locality, accumulation, and gathering properties. With QUARK it is also possible to assign multiple tasks to a single thread, as well as switch to manual scheduling of certain tasks.

Compared to QUARK, OpenMP provides a simpler standard interface widely adopted on most modern hardware platforms. Since version 4.0, OpenMP features a task pragma with the depend keyword making specification of input/output dependencies straightforward.

---

**Figure 3.** A rank-k update example using tasking with QUARK (Left) and OpenMP4 (Right)
**Figure 4.** The DAG approach for inverting a symmetric and positive definite (SPD) matrix as a sequence of the POTRF, TRTRI, and LAUUM routines, expressed as DAGs, along with its execution trace on a 48 core CPU system (Left). The same routine, but with fused DAGs, so that data dependencies are not violated, along with its execution trace (Right)

**Asynchronous DAG fusion** In most execution environments the end of algorithmic step causes a synchronization before the computation can move to the next step of the algorithm. This is very evident in the fork-join implementations of linear algebra algorithms, where synchronization occurs between successive calls to the high-level (BLAS) algorithms. An asynchronous, data-driven runtime environment can dynamically merge multiple algorithms to achieve higher performances. Figure 4 shows the structure of the symmetric positive definite (SPD) inversion algorithm (aka Cholesky inversion) which is implemented using calls to three high-level routines. The algorithm involves three steps: computing the Cholesky factorization \( A = LL^T \), inverting the \( L \) factor (computing \( L^{-1} \)), and, finally, computing the inverse matrix \( A^{-1} = L^{-1}L^T \). Using LAPACK, the three steps would be performed by the functions: POTRF, TRTRI, and LAUUM, and would result in a synchronization between each stage. Figure 4 shows the effect of using a dynamic, asynchronous, data-driven execution environment, which can automatically and transparently extract a higher degree of parallelism by fusing the three stages. The data-dependencies between the stages are inferred and tasks from all the stages can be interspersed if the dependencies are fulfilled.

**4.2. Static scheduling**

For a given DAG, a *static scheduling scheme* passes all the computational tasks to the parallel processing units in a specific execution order before the execution of the DAG. The data movement between the processing units is also statically scheduled. Such a scheme can obtain excellent performance when the programmer knows the properties of the computational tasks and of the target hardware architecture. There have also been extensive studies to automatically tune some of the static parameters in order to improve the performance of the static scheduling.
For example, many of the routines in MAGMA follow a hybrid programming model where the computational tasks are statically scheduled on the CPU and GPUs (including multiple GPU and non-GPU-resident factorization algorithms [32, 35, 56, 57]). In this model, BLAS-1 or BLAS-2 based tasks, that tend to be on the critical path, are typically scheduled on the CPU, while the BLAS-3 based tasks are scheduled on the GPU (see Figure 2a). In this fashion, we can take advantage of the data parallelism on the GPU, while the CPU is often efficient at executing the latency-bound tasks. In addition, the scheduling can be designed to respect the data locality while maximizing the overlap of executing the independent tasks on the CPU and GPUs (e.g., look-ahead update of the panel).

One drawback to the static scheduling is that since the tasks are scheduled before the execution starts, the scheduling cannot adapt to changes in the execution environments that may occur during the execution of the program (e.g., the clock frequency and network congestion, or the load imbalance due to the fill-ins during a sparse factorization). Also, in order to obtain the high performance, significant knowledge may be required about the characteristics of the computational tasks and underlying hardware (both of which are becoming extremely complex), and the scheduling needs to be tuned for the specific hardware and potentially for the input data.

4.3. Dynamic scheduling

Some of the shortcomings mentioned for the static scheduling can be overcome by dynamic scheduling heuristics. The general mechanisms of using dynamic scheduling are as given in Section 4.1. The benefit is that a lightweight runtime environment with task superscalar concepts can be used to enable the developer to write serial code while providing parallel execution. In this model, the computation must be split into tasks with specified input dependencies and outputs (as in Section 4.1). Knowledge of the algorithm in terms of the best ways to schedule the execution (e.g., for best fit to the underlying hardware components or to minimize communication, etc.) is not needed in runtimes like StarPU, but if available can be passed to the runtime through task priorities or other mechanisms to help the scheduler to improve performance [14, 25, 32, 52].

Thus, dynamic scheduling can ease the parallel programming efforts and sometimes improve performance (vs. static scheduling). Moreover, it can be incorporated in a parallel programming model to unify DLA software for heterogeneous systems with components of various strengths. The challenge here is that in order to efficiently use GPU resources, the workload must have a greater degree of parallelism than a workload designed for multicore CPUs, and conceptually, the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors are capable of handling workloads somewhere in between the two. To address challenges like these, dynamic scheduling plus task abstractions can be used to develop a unified algorithmic parallel programming model for DLA algorithms capable of fully utilizing a wide variety of heterogeneous resources [26], where it is possible to combine NVIDIA and AMD GPUs, multicore CPUs, and Xeon Phi coprocessors in the same system.

Finally, we highlight that while programming models and scheduling are important, it is the algorithmic design that is of highest significance for performance. In particular, the design should account for reducing communication, as time per flop, network bandwidth (between parallel processors), and network latency are all improving, but at exponentially different rates. So an algorithm that is computation-bound and running close to peak today may be communication-bound in the near future. The same holds for communication between levels of the memory hierarchy. To reiterate what we already stated and stress throughout the paper, related to the
latter, performance is indeed harder to get on new architectures unless hierarchical communications are applied. Hierarchical communications to get top speed now are needed not only for compute bound operations, e.g., BLAS-3, but also for BLAS-2 [36]. Thus, a programming model should provide abstractions for hierarchical tasks that can block computations over the memory hierarchies in order to reduce data movement. This has been demonstrated in DMAGMA [30] for both shared and large scale distributed memory heterogeneous systems. Figure 2b illustrates the approach: a 2D-block cyclic matrix layout is used; a static scheduling between nodes as in ScaLAPACK; DAG algorithm representation; dynamic scheduling within the node; and hierarchical tasks that can be subdivided or grouped when needed.

4.4. Batched scheduling

The purpose of batched scheduling is to deal with workloads that need to solve a large number of relatively small problems that are independent from each other. The size of each individual problem can be so small (e.g., sub-vector/warp in size) that it often fails to provide sufficient parallelism for modern hardware architectures, especially throughput-oriented accelerators. Such workloads arise in many real applications, including astrophysics [41], quantum chemistry [6], metabolic networks [37], CFD and resulting PDEs through direct and multifrontal solvers [60], high-order FEM schemes for hydrodynamics [15], direct-iterative preconditioned solvers [33], and image [43] and signal processing [5].

The development of a multicore CPU-based solution to such workloads can be implemented using the existing software stack. Each individual problem can fit in cache, where existing optimized routines (e.g., as in MKL [34] or ACML [3]) can run efficiently and achieve high performance. Based on our experience [27], a better approach is to assign one core per problem at a time, rather than launching multithreaded kernels on each problem. The former approach achieves better performance if all cores work concurrently on different independent problems. The scheduling of problems among cores can be static or dynamic (e.g., through an OpenMP parallel for clause). The latter scheduling achieves better performance in the generic case of having different problem sizes, as problems are assigned dynamically to cores that become idle during computation, in a fashion similar to Single Queue Multiple Servers configuration.

However, the same approach cannot be used for accelerators like GPUs. The caches in such a category of hardware are too small to host even relatively small problems. For example, the L1/shared memory module in a modern NVIDIA GPU can be configured up to 48KB per Streaming Multiprocessor (SM), which cannot host a square matrix of size larger than 78 in double precision. In addition, existing numerical software for accelerators usually focuses on problems with relatively large sizes. For example, matrix factorization algorithms for GPUs [55] are designed in a hybrid fashion to use CPUs for panel factorizations, which lack enough parallelism, and GPUs for trailing matrix updates, which are embarrassingly parallel (mostly \texttt{gemms}). The CPU-GPU communication can be hidden by factorizing a new panel while the update takes place [55]. Unfortunately, such a hybrid approach cannot be used when the matrix is small, since the trailing matrix updates are not big enough to hide the communication of the panel. This is why there is a need to have a new approach for batched workloads.

One of the available solutions can be found in the MAGMA library [2], which uses a fully GPU-based approach. As an example, batched one-sided factorizations are developed using batched BLAS routines. GPU kernels use a 3D grid configuration, where each 2D subgrid is responsible for one problem. The GPU runtime is able to efficiently schedule thread blocks (TBs)
across SMs with relatively large batches. In order to achieve high performance on such small sizes, many kernel optimizations are conducted, such as nested recursive blocking, parallel swapping for batched LU factorization, and using streamed `gemms` for trailing matrix updates [27]. A common target in designing batched kernels is to maximize the number of TBs that can execute concurrently on the same SM, which eventually increases the throughput of solved problems. In order to achieve this target, the design of batched BLAS kernels tends to reduce the resources required per TB, in terms of shared memory, registers, and even number of threads. This is unlike the common approach used in classical BLAS kernels, where TBs often consume a lot of resources to guarantee high performance.

5. Future directions

5.1. Latest requirements for LA functionalities in applications

The acceleration of contemporary DLA on heterogeneous architectures, and in particular the acceleration of numerical solvers for large linear systems and eigenvalue problems, is still the main concern in many applications. Examples, according to our recent survey among the Sca/LAPACK, PLASMA, and MAGMA users, are: electronic structure calculations, quantum mechanics and chemistry, continuum mechanics, fluid dynamics (spectral methods), aerodynamics and structures, lattice QCD, weather prediction, computational geophysics for electromagnetic data, convex and non-convex continuous optimization, principal component analysis, PCA calculations for data reduction, linear regression, FEM, hierarchical matrix compression, and various sparse solvers and preconditioners. However, besides these application, around 40% of the responders required LA on many independent problems that are of size $O(100)$ and smaller (and sizes up to $O(10)$ for 20% of the cases). These are applications in machine learning, data analysis, signal processing, batched operations for sparse preconditioners, algebraic multigrid, sparse direct multifrontal solvers, QR types of factorizations on small problems, astrophysics, high-order FEM, and others (see Section 4.4).

Another requirement for DLA numerical libraries is to support more general data formats - not just the standard column/row major dense matrices, or the recently introduced tiled matrices, but also user defined, e.g., suitable to describe physical properties featuring multilinear relations, like tensors [1, 8]. Figure 5, Left illustrates the notion of tensor and tensor contraction in DLA, as well as a tensor contraction design using a Domain Specific Embedded Language (or DSEL). Figure 5, Right illustrates the need for tensor contractions in machine learning. The computational characteristics in this case are common to many applications: the operations of interest are in general small, they must be batched for efficiency, and various transformations may have to be explored to transform the batched small computations into regular – and therefore efficient to implement – operations, e.g., `gemms` [1]. The efforts to provide solutions for these problems must often be multidisciplinary, incorporating LA, languages, code generations and optimizations, domain science, and application-specific numerical algorithms.

5.2. Weaknesses and strengths of current approaches

The tasking approach and the use of BLAS are here to stay. The current state-of-the-art illustrates that these approaches are prevailing, showing advantages in both performance and ease of development. In spite of their strengths, though, they have weakness too. In particular, a
critical weakness is the level of interoperability with other tools and libraries. For example, fusion of DAGs in the tasking model, as in Figure 4, is achievable only within the programming model used for the different DAG components; only at that level does the user/developer of a fused POTRI know the subtasks and their dependencies. If a developer uses third party tools, i.e., does not have access to the subtasks and their dependencies, the fork-join bottleneck between the routines of the libraries used will be encountered. Other weaknesses include: lack of software for small batched problems, and thus lack of support from run-time systems for efficient scheduling of these types of problems; lack of enough flexibility in data structures for data-driven parallel models; deficiencies in mechanisms to deal with heterogeneity in terms of natural enforcement of load balance, especially for distributed systems with different nodes.

5.3. The next generation of parallel programming models for DLA

BLAS, tasking, and scheduling will be indispensable in the next generation of parallel programming models for DLA. Thus, “adapting what we have can (and must) work” [31]. Next generation programming models must address the weaknesses mentioned above. The interoperability issue can be addressed by building models on open standards, e.g., designing runtime systems on top of open standards that support tasking and are competitive with current runtimes. Thus, we advocate the adoption of OpenMP4.5 in the design of parallel programming models for DLA libraries. Load balancing issues can be addressed by better support for hierarchical tasks and data abstractions. Therefore, future directions in MAGMA, for example, include the development of key extensions to OpenACC/OpenMP to access different types of memory hierarchies, the design of data-structure APIs for efficient mapping to extreme-scale heterogeneous systems, and interoperability with other programming models and libraries. Related to new data structures, analysis of current applications of interest – ranging from machine learning to big data analytics – has demonstrated the need to handle higher dimensional data; these are cases where flattening applications to LA on two-dimensional data (matrices) may not be enough. To address these needs, support of tensor data abstractions and batched scheduling in the parallel programming models can be highly beneficial [1].

Conclusions

Support for developing hierarchical algorithms is the main component of current and future parallel programming models for DLA. The evolution in the models follows the expansion of the
memory hierarchies in modern architectures. This has been accomplished historically by the use of BLAS. Now BLAS is used to cover the hierarchies on a single core, as well as many cores on shared memory architectures through parallel BLAS implementations. PBLAS has provided an extension of the BLAS model to distributed systems. On complex heterogeneous nodes, BLAS has been combined with runtime systems, where developers split the computation into tasks (e.g., BLAS-type for a single core), and the runtime then maps the tasks for execution over the machine’s components. These models lead to fork-join type approaches where the fork is either parallel BLAS, or other parallel LA algorithms provided by a numerical library (e.g., MAGMA). Future directions will improve interoperability between libraries and tools through the use of widely accepted models like CUDA and open standards like the OpenMP4.5, OpenACC, and/or OpenCL. Thus, new developments will be built and will rely on what we have now. Indeed, for distributed memory systems, we have shown that building on traditional approaches, such as the 2D block cyclic distribution from ScaLAPACK and extensions of heterogeneous models for shared memory systems, works. As a word of caution in using static vs. dynamic scheduling, we point out that although dynamic scheduling may have certain benefits in terms of ease of implementation and handling heterogeneity, splitting a regular (DLA) computation into many small tasks and trying to handle dependencies among them can introduce overheads. Remarkably, mapping the HPL benchmark on heterogeneous systems is still based on regular, statically scheduled and executed code. Approaches that use the regularity of DLA must be used, where grouping tasks, as well as the ability to hierarchically split them when needed, can be mapped efficiently to the hierarchical memories of current and upcoming heterogeneous systems.

In summary, future directions for the next generation of parallel programming models for high-performance dense linear algebra libraries on heterogeneous systems must include support of hierarchical tasks, runtimes for hierarchical tasks, batched approaches, new data and task abstractions, as well as hybrid BLAS versions based on them.
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